Geography Learning Journey
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Writing methods
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Analysis of case studies
Drawing graphs and analysing
graphical data

Decisions and
constructive
argument skills.

The global
distribution of food
Issue Evaluation energy and water

Field Work
Deforestation and
management of
tropical rainforests

Understanding
relationships
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concepts and the
world.

Changing water The UK’s changing
Changing food
demand in the
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demand in the
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Ecosystems
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environments
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Rivers
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landforms
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landscapes

Applying maths to
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Global
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food, water
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supply

Case study:
Urban growth
in Lagos
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Tectonic hazards:
earthquakes, volcanos
and tsunamis
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food supplies

Costal management
strategies

Planning
prediction
and
protection
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Tectonic hazards,
volcanos (Iceland)
and tsunamis
(Japan)

Developments
in
infrastructure

The UK’s post-industrial
economy and its impact
of the physical
environment

Urban Issues & Challenges and Natural
Hazards
Management
of tectonic
hazards

London traffic
management
What is
Responses to Mexico
Challenges in
challenges
case study urbanization?
LICs

China’s
pollution

Economic
development in
the world (case
study: Nigeria)

Measuring of
uneven
development

Changing UK
economy
Managing
climate change

Economic
development

Causes and
effects of
climate change
Weather
Tropical storms hazards in
Global and its effects
the UK
atmospheric
circulation

Protest and
Mitigation and
scale of climate adaptation to
change
climate change

Impact and
management of
climate change

Erosion,
Effects of
Costal
Decision making
management: rising sea transportation
exercise:
levels and deposition
protecting the hard and soft
processes and
Holderness coast engineering
landforms

Natural and
human causes
of climate
change
Different
type of
waves

Difference
Different
between
India’s call centers
instruments
The factors
Case study of
weather and
Differences in
and its effects
used
to
influencing
the
Bangladesh
climate
climate across
measure
climate,
Improving
the UK
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weather
different
life in
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China and
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of
climate zones climate data
sweatshops Globalisation
Globalisation and TNCs

Atmospheric
hazards,
hurricanes/cyclo
ne Yasi and
draught (Sahel)

Changes in the
rural landscape

Coasts and Urbanisation &
Challenges

Why do
people live
near
volcanos

Avalanche

Strategies for reducing
The UK in the wider development gap
world

Global pattern
of urban change
Case study: Urban
Urban
growth in Rio de regeneration
Urban
Janeiro
in the UK sustainability

What is a
Earthquakes
natural hazard and volcanos

Structure of the
Earth, plate
tectonics and
continental drift

Revision

Costal
processes and
landforms

Costal landscapes
in the UK
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Exam &
Post – 16
Destination

Physical Landscapes in the
UK - Coasts
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River
management
strategies

Global distribution
of food, water and
energy

Provision of
food, water and
energy in the UK

Costal Field
work
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Describe
patters

How to
increase
food supply

The supply and
demand of food

The Challenge of
Resource Management

Tropical
rainforests

Risk
Assessment

IDEAL
Identify, describe,
explain, apply, link

Drawing
conclusions

Development and
management of
cold environments.

Year 11

Year 7

Understanding and Applying Geographical Skills

Rivers and Weather &
Climate

Brazil and
Development

Plastic
What are
oceans and
wildernes
solutions
s areas?
Climate change
and rising sea
level
Amazon tribes,
Introducti
inequalities,
on and the
culture and
climate of carnival in Brazil
Brazil

Evidence of
climate
change
Effects of
rising sea
levels
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Globalisation and
Population

Impact of
population
Reasons for
Process of Features of Explore the Fluvial Floods: causes,
Case study Reasons behind
increase.
course of a processes in
unequal
water cycle drainage
of Jamaica the growth of Life expectancy
effects, Concept of
in the world
river
development
basin
a
river
responses development
world and UK
What is an
and UK.
Analysis of the
population.
Three types of
ecosystem? Food Different landforms created by rivers: waterfalls,
and its
population
economies
chains and food gorges, meanders, oxbow lakes, flood plains and
impacts
pyramid.
levees
webs
Investigate: Death
What are
How to
Valley, Easter Island,
Tropical
different map
measure
the Stone Hinge, the How to measure Read 4 and 6
rainforest and Deforestation
What makes a
symbols
height on a
figure
grid
Grand Canyon and scales and distance
animal
place
and forest
map?
references
the Maldives.
adaptations management
on a Map
fantastic?

Africa and Fantastic Places
What are
natural
hazards?

Climate and
African
biomes

Map skills and UK
in the wider world

Development in
Help of
Coastlines of Glacial
Africa, diversity. technology,
the UK landforms in
Economic
Physical,
What is it like to challenges and
human and
the UK
live in Kibera opportunities in activities
(tourism in
climate
Lagos
Introduction and
the UK)
Geography of
misconceptions
the UK
of Africa

Build Character, Nurture Ambition, Deliver Success
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Life in the
Favellas and
improving
shanty
towns

